Wireless Room Thermostat, surface mount

**Product ref.: 132030A0**

**PRODUCT FEATURES**

- Wireless room thermostat enables time-controlled regulation of room temperature in connection with one or more Homematic Wireless Radiator Thermostats (HM-CC-RT-DN)
- The room thermostat measures the temperature and humidity and cyclically transmits the data to the radiator thermostat - the room temperature can be regulated precisely and quickly
- Setpoint temperature in the room can be specified precisely (to the nearest 0.5°) via control wheel
- Can be individually tailored to personal routines thanks to the freely programmable heating phases
- Boost function for heating up the radiator quickly and briefly
- Large display shows setpoint and actual temperature as well as humidity
- Can be easily mounted with supplied adhesive strips
- Integration into multi-gang frames or frames of other manufacturers (Berker, ELSO, Gira, merten, JUNG)
- Electric radiators can be controlled via directly taught-in switch actuators

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

- Supply voltage: 2x 1.5 V LR03/micro/AAA
- Battery life: 1 year (typ.)
- Current consumption: 40 mA max.
- Degree of protection: IP20
- Dimensions (W x H x D)
  - Without frame: 55 x 55 x 20 mm
  - Including frame: 86 x 86 x 21.5 mm
- Weight: 74 g (not incl. batteries)
- Typical open area RF range: 300 m
- Radio frequency: 868.3 MHz

**LOGISTIC DATA**

- Product reference: 132030A0
- EAN code: 4047976320301
- Short description: HM-TC-IT-WM-W-EU
- Packing unit: 90
- Packaging dimensions: 122 x 112 x 48 mm
- Total weight: 184 g

**PACKAGE CONTENTS**

- 1x Wireless Room Thermostat
- 2x 1.5 V LR03/micro/AAA batteries
- Mounting material
  - (2 x adhesive strips, 2 x screws, 2 x plugs)
- 1x Operating manual in DE and EN